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BudCBD have only ever made their CBD prerolled joints from their CBD buds and flower range.

Whilst we were one of the biggest preroll suppliers in the UK a few years back, we had to take a

break from supplying for a couple of months, now we are back online and back supplying people

with products they love, at great prices and rapid delivery. However, since we were gone we

noticed other CBD companies offering prerolls at a low price point, so I thought I had better

investigate why they could sell them at a lower price. I placed a couple of orders from the other

CBD suppliers that sell prerolls online. Honestly, I was impressed with the delivery time and the

packaging from both companies I ordered from, however upon inspection of the actual CBD

prerolls themselves I realized why they could sell them so cheaper than us. The phrase “price

doesn't always represent value” sprang to mind.

Their joints were made from hemp leaf, unlike ours that are made from premium CBD buds and

CBD flowers. I thought it was quite sneaky because it doesn't say on their sites or packaging that

they are made with hemp leaf. So 30 grams of CBD flower is around £140 and 30 grams of CBD

hemp leaf retails around £20. Now I can see the appeal of paying less, but I think the taste and

https://budcbd.co.uk/collections/pre-roll-joints-uk


smoothness of these CBD joints were non comparable! The bud is simply much smoother

than the leaf prerolls.

How much CBD is in a preroll?
Well it depends if you have a leaf preroll or a prerolled joint made of CBD bud. The Cannabidiol

levels vary from strain to strain, so without knowing which CBD strain is in it, it's hard to tell you

the cannabinoid levels. Ours are £10 per CBD bud joint. Their CBD leaf prerolls cost £8.

Will you ever make CBD joints with hemp leaf
I think, if there is demand from our customer for cbd leaf prerolls, we would be happy to oblige.

We will always sell our premium CBD prerolls UK and then add a separate web page selling

these leafy prerolls.

Want a free preroll?

Positive reviews really help our business. For each positive review you leave us, we will send you

a free 0.6gram preroll with your next order, if you leave us 2 reviews you'll get 2 free prerolled

joints and so on, and yes if you leave us 10 reviews on ten different review sites, you'll get ten

free prerolls made of CBD bud. Simply email us a link to your reviews and your free prerolls will

be added to your next order!  Email a link to your reviews hello@budcbd.co.uk.
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